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Cal Spas Offers a Complete Swim Spa Program
Get in Shape with Cal Spas® Swim Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spas
Pomona, CA — (July 13, 2016) Cal Spas, the leading hot tub and swim
spa manufacturer in the United States, proudly offers the Swim Pro™
Swim & Fitness Spa line, a complete swim spa program of six different
models for every type of consumer.
“We consistently work to develop products that are ahead of industry
trends and can compete in the market,” said Casey Loyd, President of
Cal Spas. “With healthy living and workout options becoming so
popular, it was important for Cal Spas to manufacturer a product that
offered consumers a complete full body workout with the added
benefits of stimulated blood circulation and joint mobility.
Cal Spas supplements their extensive swim spa units with accessories
to expand fitness and health capabilities of each Swim Pro™ Swim &
Fitness Spa. Unlike other brand swim spas, an agile swim routine can
be followed up with an immersive hydrotherapy session with Cal Spas
hydrotherapy seats.

Cal Spas offers a complete
program of swim spas for
every consumer at a wide
range of price points
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Cal Spas Swim Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spas are offered in 4 different
lengths, each with their specific amount of therapy jets. Consumers can
choose from a modest 12-foot model to a large 17-foot swim spa with
dual swim and spa zones.
“Swim spas not only provide the ultimate aquatic exercise experience,
but are also large enough to host a gathering with your friends and
family. Those who accompany you in your Swim Pro™ Swim & Fitness
Spa will benefit from an intense hydrotherapy experience only Cal Spas
products can provide,” said Loyd.
The Cal Spas team works diligently to manufacture products in
Southern California in 5 days or less which then are distributed to a
worldwide specialty dealer network.
[more]

For more information about Cal Spas Swim Pro™ Swim & Fitness Spa
please visit the Cal Spas website, or locate a certified dealer in your
area.
To schedule an interview with one of Cal Spas industry professionals
contact Public Relations Specialist, Angel Beltran, at 909-620-0480
or abeltran@calspas.com.
ABOUT CAL SPAS ®
Cal Spas was founded in 1979 as a provider of luxury hot tubs. Today,
the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1 Global
Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces
premium collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in
Pomona, California and distributes worldwide through a network of
specialty dealers. The Cal Spas brand family of products includes Cal
Spas hot tubs and swim spas, Cal Designs gazebos, Cal Heat indoor and
outdoor saunas, and Cal Flame high-end barbecue grills, outdoor
barbecue islands, outdoor fireplaces and fire pits. Learn about Home
Resort Living and find a local authorized dealer at www.calspas.com.
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